Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<Recap>  Shields are down, and sensors just picked up a transport in progress.  </Recap>

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<------ Resume Mission - 10001.19 ------------>

XO_Selan says:
::Walking along with the other aliens::

Malakbar says:
@:: attempts to restore his shields ::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: unauthorized transport in progress sir!

Alien_Leader says:
::Pacing in his quarters, angry::

CSO-Temal says:
SO: trace the transport

CNS_Toni says:
::walking along Promenade::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Identify the source

Malakbar says:
@:: reverses engines and quickly moves out of weapons range ::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: aye sir ::checks sensor and TR logs::

SO_Talac says:
::running a scan on the transport::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::busily tapping at the ENG station controls::

MO_Endo says:
::walks to one of the biobeds to check on his alien patient::

CSO-Temal says:
::scans come up with no luck:: SO: any luck?

Alien_Leader says:
::Thinks: I don't trust these people::

SO_Talac says:
CSO: Negative sir I can't get the location::

CMO_Tae says:
:: monitors the patients in SB ::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir, we can not find out where the transport originated or where it was directed, we only 
know one happened!

CSO-Temal says:
::has an uneasy feeling about the aliens and what could possibly be aboard their ship::

Alien_Leader says:
::Walks outside the door:: Ensign: How do I contact someone on this station?

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Shields come back online.

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Get the shields back up

Neela says:
::adjusts Phasic light refractors and proceeds down deck 6 hallway, totally unnoticed::

XO_Selan says:
::Arrives at quarters, points:: Aliens: Here are you quarters... ::Gestures down the corridor::

SO_Talac says:
CSO: Sir We need to take a closer look at the alien ship in our docking bay.

CSO-Temal says:
SO: sets sensor to keep a constant scan for anyone beaming off the station, at least that will help with half the problem

SO_Talac says:
CSO:  Aye sir.

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: I'm trying.

CSO-Temal says:
SO: we would need permission first, and the aliens were rather vocal when they said no!

 SO_Talac says:
CSO:  Sir there is some time a time for permission and sometime a call for forgiveness.

XO_Selan says:
::Looks around, and sighs:: Aliens: Where are your other two comrades?

SO_Talac says:
::Continues to scan for transporter activity::

CSO-Temal says:
SO: if the CO authorizes it the ship will be searched, but by security teams first, not by science teams, we would be sent in afterwards....but it is something we might need to do soon enough

Neela says:
::leans against the wall in the empty hallway and pulls out a small computer unit and begins to look it over::

XO_Selan says:
::Walking along one of the corridors, watching the crew rush around, wonders what exactly is going on::

SO_Talac says:
CSO:  Yes sir.

Alien_1 says:
:: is hidden from the Aliens and starts to whisper :: Alien 2: I think we should attack the station by planting a bomb aboard.  What do you think?

XO_Selan says:
::Looks down the rest of the corridor, then turns back and heads down to the remaining aliens:: Aliens: I'll ask again, where are the others?

Unknown says:
::Walking along the Promenade, looks around and stares::

Alien_Leader says:
::Looks around::

Alien_1 says:
<Alien 2> :: whispers :: Alien 1: Sure.  That could be possible.

Neela says:
::notices a noise coming her direction, adjust PLR and totally vanishes from detection, looks over device again::

Alien_Leader says:
::Sees that officer:: XO: Where are my crewmen?

SO_Talac says:
::Initiates an internal station wide scan::

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2:  Do you have any ideas?

XO_Selan says:
Leader: I was asking you that just now...

XO_Selan says:
::Sighs:: *OPS* We have a problem, some of the aliens are wandering the station.

MO_Endo says:
::sighs seeing his patient doing fine:: CMO: Mind watching my patient for me? I'm heading to Ops

Alien_Leader says:
XO: I can't find them.

Alien_1 says:
<Alien 2>  Alien 1:  We could also disable some of the systems aboard.  How about that?

CNS_Toni says:
::Looking around Promenade as crew members rush by::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: See if you can track them down

XO_Selan says:
::Nods to some security  officers down the corridor:: Sec. Officers: Remain here with him in his quarters.

MO_Endo says:
CMO: maybe there's something up there

Alien_1 says:
:: wonders :: Alien 2:  Yes that’s a good plan too!

XO_Selan says:
<Sec. Officers> ::Nod and escort the Alien Leader into his quarters::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir, with the unauthorized transports and the mysterious systems failures I'd suggest Red Alert and keeping the aliens onboard under close guard!

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Go ahead.

Alien_Leader says:
::Walks back in::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: attempting to do so sir!

Unknown says:
::Stares at the Counselor from a distance::

Alien_1 says:
<Alien 2> Alien1: How about if we do all that we can?  A bomb, disable the power systems, and just create major confusion?

Host CO_ReginS says:
::nods::  CSO: Red alert.

CSO-Temal says:
::begins scans::

Alien_1 says:
Alien2: YES! That sounds good!

Neela says:
::smiles at the device indicates a target lock and begins to move in that direction still cloaked from all detection::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Thank you sir

CSO-Temal says:
::reaches over and activates Red Alert::  CO: I can't find them sir!

MO_Endo says:
::leaves sickbay and heads for Ops::

XO_Selan says:
::Rushes down the corridor, thinking: "What a day":: *Security* Security teams scour the every deck, look for two of the aliens that accompanied me onto the station earlier!

Alien_Leader says:
::Sits down and thinks: Where could they be?::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Scan the station for any anomalies...  cloaking fields, anything

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir...the transports perhaps?

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Probably

CSO-Temal says:
SO: check for tachyon signatures...I'll scan for anomalies

Unknown says:
::Studies the CNS for a moment, and then walks up to her:: CNS: Quite a day, eh?

Neela says:
::watches the XO run by and watches for a moment and then continues in the other direction, adjusts PLR to a temporal frequency and remains unnoticed::::

SO_Talac says:
CSO: Aye Sir.

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: Yes.  That’s probably our best bet. :: giggles in his Alien way ::

MO_Endo says:
::arrives at Ops as red alert comes on and heads to a Sci station::

SO_Talac says:
:: Initiates internal scans for all levels of tachyon signatures::

CSO-Temal says:
::scanners show up only a couple anomalies::  CO: one...two at most anomalies, but nothing we can pin down for certain

CNS_Toni says:
Unknown:: Yes,.. Ah I don't believe I have met you here before!

Alien2 says:
Alien1: How will we make the Bomb?

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: Good question!  :: thinks ::  Do you have any ideas?

Unknown says:
::Smiles slightly:: CNS: I am merely visiting... what seems to be the problem?

SO_Talac says:
CSO:  Sir no signs of in station tachyon signatures.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A malfunction in the COMM system causes what could best be described as "Elevator Music" to be heard throughout the station.

XO_Selan says:
::Enters into a TL:: Computer: OPS center, on the double1`

Neela says:
::closing on Target, device goes off to indicate Tachyon scan in progress, Smile:: Self: better luck next time ::walks on undetected::

MO_Endo says:
::tries to plug his ears thinking "so this is hell"::

Unknown says:
::Looks up at the peculiar music, and forces a chuckle, wondering how they put such fools in charge of a station::

Alien_1 says:
:: starts to slobber in his alien way,  and then rubs his face. ::

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks around when she hears the music ::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir, if they are on the station they are either scared, or trying to damage us....we might want to activate force fields around the station in an attempt to restrict their movements!

Alien2 says:
Alien2: What about an overloading phaser, its a bit small but it would do the trick

CNS_Toni says:
Unknown: I'm not sure, a station malfunction of some kind, perhaps you should return to your quarters.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::looks around::  Great, not again.

MO_Endo says:
CO: Again?

CSO-Temal says:
::ignores annoying music::

Alien_Leader says:
::Hears the sounds:: What IS that?!

MO_Endo says:
CO: When has this happened before?

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Turn off that music

Unknown says:
::Nods, and puts on his best smile:: CNS: Of course, perhaps you wouldn't mind joining me for a drink later...?

MO_Endo says:
CO: ...sir

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Numerous decks also report power outages (lights) and replicator problems.

Alien_1 says:
:: smiles greatly in his Alien way :: Alien 2: Great!  Now, if we planted it near a critical system, then it could have the desired affect!

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks around as music floods station::

Host CO_ReginS says:
MO: It's a long story, Lt.

XO_Selan says:
::Arrives in the OPS center, and nearly trips over his bags which he left there::

CNS_Toni says:
Unknown:  and .. I am counselor Toni west, and you are?

SO_Talac says:
::scans floors in the station for possible malfunctions::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: Your going to have to plant it though...

MO_Endo says:
CO: Ah, make sure to tell it to me sometime later then, sir ::grins and turns back to his console::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::taps her console, bangs it with her fist when the music continues playing::

CSO-Temal says:
::looks over to the XO::  XO: this is not typical I can assure you!

Alien2 says:
::Wipes his slobber on his sleeve::

Unknown says:
::Holds out his hand:: Matthews... Mark Matthews.

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: I think I can do that.  :: sighs in his Alien way. ::  What about the attack on the station?

XO_Selan says:
::Kicks his bags out of the way, wonders how he is going to tell Shania about this one:: CSO: I hope not...

Neela says:
::looks at the ceiling and raises an eye brow at the funny occurrence::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: That I do not know about...

Host CO_ReginS says:
*Sec*: Escort the Alien leader to the bridge

CNS_Toni says:
:: Reaches to shake hand of  Unknown::

Host CO_ReginS says:
<Sec> *CO*: Right away, sir

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: Didn’t the Leader tell you? :: wipes the slobber forming and looks around, making sure that they  aren’t detected. ::

CSO-Temal says:
::grabs a phaser from under the console and places it in his holster, continues trying to locate any other aliens::

Alien_Leader says:
::Sees the Sec. Teams motion for him.  Gets up and follows::

CNS_Toni says:
Unknown:  I may join you later, however right now I have to report to duty.

CSO-Temal says:
::wonders if being caught and lured to the bridge is part of the alien's plans::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A few reports of forcefields in place, preventing access to crew quarters.

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Check the shield systems.  I don't want them to fail again

Unknown says:
::Shakes her hand, throws her a smile and a wave as he walks off, and then sighs and frowns 
as he walks further down the corridor:: CNS: Of course... see you later...

CMO_Tae says:
:: checks her patients ::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: No it appears that I haven’t been told what to do, what did he tell you?

XO_Selan says:
::Stands beside the CO:: CO: Sir, have we found the other aliens?

Neela says:
::is with in visual range of target one, notes it's location and begins to search for main target::

Host CO_ReginS says:
XO: Not yet

CNS_Toni says:
::Smiles , Turns and walks to TL::

Alien_1 says:
:: sighs in his Alien way :: Alien 2: Okay.  Well there’s an attack planned.  That’s  why we have to do our job here.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  The EMH, yet again, mysteriously activates itself.

Alien2 says:
Alien1: We shall not fail him, he is the leader!

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks at the EMH and frowns ::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<EMH>  Please state nature the emergency medical of.

CNS_Toni says:
::Thinks, Matthews, umm, I will have to look him up on the visitor list, later.

Unknown says:
::Moves around, easily hiding in the shadows from passing security teams::

Alien_Leader says:
::Enters the bridge::

CMO_Tae says:
Computer:  Deactivate EMH.....

CSO-Temal says:
::still working at the console trying to find the other aliens, uses different scanning frequencies::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  The EMH flickers, but does not disappear.

XO_Selan says:
CO: Then, sir, permission to lead a security team to look for them? ::Stops himself from reminding the CO he was only a CTO a week or so ago::

Neela says:
::stops and stares in at the EMH in the Sickbay, snickers and walks on::

CNS_Toni says:
::Turns to look at Unknown, Notices a strange hiding maneuver::

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: No.  We cant!  It will mean our family.  :: sighs in his Alien way ::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<EMH>  ::looks confused, having no idea what is going on or why he was activated::

Unknown says:
::Disappears into the shadows of another corridor, from the CNS’s and everyone else’s views::

CMO_Tae says:
:: frowns and walks to a computer console to try to deactivate the EMH ::

SO_Talac says:
:: compiling the data on power glitches and station malfunctions::

Alien_Leader says:
::Looks around::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: We will need many phasers for a big boom ::Smiles evilly and wipes off his slobber::

MO_Endo says:
::trying to catch something... anything on the sensors::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  After flickering on and off for about 30 seconds, the EMH vanishes completely.

CMO_Tae says:
:: sighs and goes back over to the patients ::

XO_Selan says:
::Waits for the CO to respond::

CSO-Temal says:
::increases security around the computer core, doesn't wish for another invasion like with the Tal Shiar::

Host CO_ReginS says:
XO: do it

Alien_1 says:
:: looks around again and wipes the slobber away :: Alien 2: Yes we will.  :: wonders ::  Where do you think we can get them? :: looks around once again ::

Alien_Leader says:
::Looks at the Captain::

XO_Selan says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::Taps comm.-badge as he exits bridge:: *Security* Security Team Alpha, meet me in the armory...

MO_Endo says:
CSO: Sir, did anything new happen since that ship came here?

Neela says:
::device indicates target 2 aquired and begins to proceed that direction still under the PLR cloak::

CSO-Temal says:
::turns around and opens a cabinet to adjust phase alignments, a tool falls out and clatters on the floor::  Self: what the...

Alien2 says:
Alien1: They will have the weapons room well guarded, where else can we get them?

Unknown says:
::Walks down yet another corridor, hits a force-field, wonders why that is, especially since it blocks quarters::

CSO-Temal says:
::picks the tool up and recognizes seeing it in ME once::  *CEO*: I believe you left a tool of your up in Ops, I hope it's nothing of much importance

XO_Selan says:
<Sec. Team Alpha> *XO* Acknowledged. ::Arrive in the armory::

Alien_1 says:
:: slaps his head in his Alien way :: Alien 2: We can get some stuff from our ship!

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: May I see that?

Alien2 says:
Alien1: How will we get them here, the shields are up so they cant beam them to us

XO_Selan says:
::Exits TL on the deck where the armory is, and heads toward it::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: of course sir ::hands the tool to the Captain::  it fell out of a drawer!

MO_Endo says:
::suddenly turns his attention to the CO and CSO::

Unknown says:
::Sighs, and opens a nearby panel, rips out some wires and circuitry, mildly shocking himself, and watches as the force-field shorts out, and continues on::

Alien_1 says:
:: looks around again to make sure that they are still well hidden, then cusses in his Alien Language :: Alien 2: Shoot.  I forgot about that.

Neela says:
::notes the location of target 2 and 3 and ... notices unusual movement in a different sector.. heads off to investigate::

Alien2 says:
Alien: What about the CTO's quarters, they must have weapons

CEO_Sorvino says:
::freezes, remembering the tool she left behind::

CSO-Temal says:
::checks status of force fields and watches as a few flicker out, strangely enough they are in order::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Didn't your parents give you this set?

Alien_1 says:
:: smiles and then wonders :: Alien 2: Yes, that’s a possibility.  But if they don’t.  Then we run the chance of being detected. :: sighs in his Alien way::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Artificial gravity in the upper decks of the station goes off-line.

Alien_Leader says:
::Starts to float::

MO_Endo says:
::sighs and turns back to his console... still not giving him anything new except a few concentrations of space dust::

Alien_Leader says:
ALL: What is going on?!

CNS_Toni says:
::enters quarters, grabs a table to keep from floating upward::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: It's not like you to misplace your tools

Host CO_ReginS says:
::feels himself begin to lift out of his seat::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: I was looking everywhere for that! It must have been... uh... stolen.

CSO-Temal says:
::clutches to a bar and continues scans::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Where did you find this?

Neela says:
::grabs the door frame and activates magnetic locks and adheres to the floor, shrugs and continues on::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::too concerned to worry about the lack of gravity::

MO_Endo says:
::suddenly realizes that his feet aren't touching the floor and looks around:: self: What the-?

CSO-Temal says:
::looks to the CO::  CO: it feel out of an upper drawer sir, almost hit me on the head.

Unknown says:
::Suddenly floats to the ceiling, and curses, wonders what it is with this station, pulls himself back down to the ground, and then "swims" down the corridor by gripping onto nearby bars::

Alien2 says:
::Scratches his head:: Alien1: Where are the CTO's quarters? Wait I know Computer: Where is 
the CTO's quarters located?

CEO_Sorvino says:
::grabs onto her console, keeps herself seated::

MO_Endo says:
CO: Sir, have you noticed a few... distractions around the station?

Alien_1 says:
:: looks around and wonders what’s going on in the station, looks to Alien 2 and then around them again.  ::

Neela says:
::walks right under the Unknown and looks at device as it goes crazy, looks around and doesn't see anything::

CSO-Temal says:
::dislikes the placement::  CO: possible sabotage.....it would explain all of these malfunctions!

XO_Selan says:
::Arrives in armory with security team, since the armory is below deck 4, they aren't floating... yet:: Sec. Team: All right, we move out in a moment... ::Grabs a Type II phaser while the 
others grab Phaser rifles::

Host CO_ReginS says:
MO: Yes, I have.  Tell engineering to get to work on fixing the problems

CSO-Temal says:
SO: any luck with tracking down the remaining aliens?

MO_Endo says:
CO: Aye sir... but I doubt they're internal, have you ever heard of a station having all these malfunctions at once?

Unknown says:
::Senses something, and sees some sort of distortion pass by him, realizes that there are other visitors onboard, and then mumbles:: It could be the bloody Bellicose for all I care... ::Continues floating down the corridor::

SO_Talac says:
CSO:  No sir still nothing.

Host CO_ReginS says:
All: It has to be sabotage...

MO_Endo says:
*ME*: Hey guys, can you work on those forcefields and the gravity? I know it's nothing big but it's kinda annoying...

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Suddenly and without warning, artificial gravity comes back online.  Those near the ceiling quickly fall to the floor.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::falls a couple feet::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::upon hearing the word "sabotage," hops up from her station with great agility, phaser in hand, pointed at the CO's head, walks Ops to stand behind him::

Neela says:
::hears a Thud behind her::

SO_Talac says:
::hits the floor::

Alien_Leader says:
::Hits the deck hard:: Oof

CSO-Temal says:
CO: the aliens?

MO_Endo says:
::suddenly realizes he's touching the floor and loses balance::

SO_Talac says:
::slowly gets back to his feet::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::warns the rest of the crew:: Nobody move or your Captain dies.

Unknown says:
::As he hears artificial  gravity come online, he makes a flip toward the floor, and lands on his feet:: Kootenai Station... must be some alien translation for "psycho funhouse"...

CNS_Toni says:
::Feet lightly touch floor::

MO_Endo says:
::pulls himself up by the console then looks back at the CEO::

MO_Endo says:
CEO: Megan?

Host CO_ReginS says:
::looks to the CEO::  What?

SO_Talac says:
::notices his head is bleeding slightly::

XO_Selan says:
::Moves out with the security team::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::grabs the CO by the arm and yanks him to his feet::

Alien_1 says:
<Computer> :: tells the Aliens where the CTO's Quarters are ::

CNS_Toni says:
::decides to open Comm. link to Ops to here what is going on Up there::

CSO-Temal says:
::looks to the CEO.....slowly moves to console::

Neela says:
::devices beeps as Alpha target is located, looks at device, back at the noise and then heads off toward the target::

MO_Endo says:
::looks at the CEO oddly:: CEO: Megan, what are you doing?

Alien2 says:
Alien1: Lets go ::Wipes off his slobber::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Who are you?

Neela says:
::thinks, that .. what ever it was.. can wait::

Alien_1 says:
:: smiles and chuckles his Alien way :: Alien 2: Yes. Lets go.  ::  wipes his slobber off ::

SO_Talac says:
::continues the scans for unauthorized personnel::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: My name is Erin, and you'll do as I say or you will die.

CSO-Temal says:
::drawers his phaser and sets it on a hidden rack...deactivates the sound and sets up a transport beam to activate with a button::

Alien2 says:
::Follows Alien1 because it is the alien way::

Alien_1 says:
:: looks down the hallway, seeing no one, walks down it ::

Alien_Leader says:
::Over hears the CEO::

FCO_Hicks says:
@*COM*  Kootenai Station, this is shuttlecraft Napoleon requesting clearance to dock.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::pulls the CO toward the door, keeping him in front of her at all times::

Neela says:
::races down the hallway toward a now moving target::

MO_Endo says:
CEO: Megan, what are you doing?

CSO-Temal says:
::glances at the FCO's message, sends him a message to stay back::

Alien_1 says:
:: looks around the corner and then turns it ::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::throws her commbadge on the floor::

Alien2 says:
::Keeps on following Alien1::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::dragged toward the door::

MO_Endo says:
CEO: I think you need some sleep, Megan

CEO_Sorvino says:
::grabs the CO's commbadge as well, tosses it on the floor::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::leads him cautiously down the corridor, phaser pressed to his back::

Alien_1 says:
:: looks back down the way that they came :: Alien 2: Keep a look out behind us.  I down want to be surprised!  :: continues down the hallway ::

Neela says:
::stops as the signal alters, readjust for new target lock::

FCO_Hicks says:
@*COM*  I read Kootenai.  ::wondering what's going on::

MO_Endo says:
CEO: Megan, report to your quarters...

Alien2 says:
::Keeps on looking behind him and walks into a wall::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Where's Megan?

Unknown says:
::Comes around a corner, and sees the XO and a sec. team moving down, sighs and dodges back into the shadows::

Alien2 says:
::Picks up his pace and catches up with Alien1::

Neela says:
::establishes new Lock, smiles, and begins pursuit again::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Let's  just say I don't have to deal with her anymore.

XO_Selan says:
::Senses something, or someone familiar nearby, looks around, but sees nothing, moves on down the corridor with the security team::

Alien_1 says:
:: stops and checks the corner, seeing no one he continues ::

Neela says:
::draws weapon and charges it::

MO_Endo says:
::overhears the CO:: CO: This isn't Megan?

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Who are you?

CSO-Temal says:
::keeps a solid lock on the CO and CEO::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: We are here ::Points to the door::

CSO-Temal says:
*XO* we have an emergency...the CO has been taken hostage by the CEO!

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: ::impatiently:: I told you already, my name is Erin.

XO_Selan says:
*CSO* What?

XO_Selan says:
::Freezes, thinking: "And this is only my first day too..."::

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: Good. :: checks the door to the CTO’s' quarters ::

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: that's right sir...the CO is being held hostage....orders sir!

Unknown says:
::Listens to the XO and the comm. message::

Alien_Leader says:
::Waits::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: It is locked, you pick it

MO_Endo says:
::looks for the CEO and CO on sensors::

XO_Selan says:
::Frowns:: *CSO* Can you beam the Captain away from the CEO?

FCO_Hicks says:
@*COM* Kootenai, this is Lt. Hicks, what is the situation?

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: to many malfunctions....it wouldn't be safe sir

Neela says:
::puts tracker away and places eye scanner on, weapon charges, approaches with caution::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Where is my wife?!?  And where are you taking me?!

Alien_1 says:
:: sighs in his Alien way that tells Alien 2 that the door is locked, then pulls out his lock pick set.  
Starts to pick the lock on the CTO's quarters ::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: She's dead, you fool! And so will you be if you don't cooperate!

CNS_Toni says:
::Hearing comm. message to XO, calls XO:  :

Alien_Leader says:
ALL on Bridge: What is going on?

XO_Selan says:
*CSO* Understood. ::Wonders what to do, thinking that this is too much, too many situations:: *CSO* Where are the CO and CEO now?

CNS_Toni says:
XO; Could I be of some help in the hostage situation?

Alien2 says:
::Keeps an eye out for anyone that’s coming::

XO_Selan says:
::Turns:: Security Team: Find the aliens, and take them to the  brig!

XO_Selan says:
::Turns back to the CNS:: CNS: Possibly, yes, come with me!

CSO-Temal says:
COM: FCO: we have a situation sir!

Malakbar says:
@:: moves the ship in closer to the station ::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::stops walking::  D-d-dead?  ::feels himself falling toward the bulkhead, begins lifting 
his arm to stop himself, but doesn't have the strength::

Unknown says:
::Watches as the XO and CNS move off in one direction, and the Security team heads off in another direction::

CNS_Toni says:
XO: coming Sir.

XO_Selan says:
::Rushes down a corridor toward a TL:: *CSO* Mr. Temal, I need to know where the Captain is, now!

CSO-Temal says:
COM: FCO: we can't lower the shields sir...I'd suggest getting out of the way and trying to contact help

Malakbar says:
@:: enters transporter range ::

CNS_Toni says:
:;Turns and follows XO to TL::

Neela says:
::follows alpha target, reroute to cut their path off::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A circuit overload in Sickbay causes a panel to explode very near the CMO.  Severe burns, but nothing fatal.

Alien_1 says:
:: opens the door and looks back at Alien 2 in his Alien way that tells him that the door is open, and enters. ::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::yanks the CO upright:: Get moving!

Host CO_ReginS says:
I...  I can't....

Alien2 says:
::Follows Alien 1 and closes the door:: Lets make this quick

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: sir...they are difficult to keep a lock on.....one moment sir!

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: I can kill you as easily as I killed her if you don't do as I say!

CMO_Tae says:
:: collapses on the floor ::

Neela says:
::stands in the middle of the hall and waits with weapon aimed and scanner indicating their approach::

Alien_1 says:
:: starts to check the CTO's quarters ::

XO_Selan says:
::Enters the TL with the CNS:: *CSO* Understood, but hurry.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::begins moving slowly, as if on auto-pilot::

Alien2 says:
::Just rips stuff out of drawers looking for a phaser::

Alien_1 says:
:: checks the closet ::

Alien2 says:
::Finds one phaser:: Alien1: I found one

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Who are you?

CNS_Toni says:
XO: I can't understand what would make Megan act this way!!

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Jeez you are a dumb one... who did I say I was?

FCO_Hicks says:
@*COM* Acknowledged CSO, I'll try to contact any ships in the area.  Hicks out.

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: they're headed for a TR room......they should be near you!

CEO_Sorvino says:
::shoving him down the corridor toward the transporter room, and her freedom::

XO_Selan says:
::Taps his foot nervously, looks at her:: CNS: Then perhaps it is not... Megan. ::Had not known 
the CEO's name::

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: permission to send a distress call sir!

Host CO_ReginS says:
::feels a searing fire slide down his cheek, wipes it, and realizes it is a single tear::

XO_Selan says:
*CSO* Understood. ::Arrives with the TL on the deck, and exits quickly with the CNS::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Turns the shuttle about and scans for Federation ships::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: Have you found any phasers?

XO_Selan says:
*CSO* Permission granted, we can't deal with anything in this state.

CNS_Toni says:
XO: She has been acting a little strange lately.

Alien2 says:
::Checks under the bed::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::stares for a moment at the wetness on his fingertips, then shakes his hand, as if shaking away the pain, to hold it off for later::

CSO-Temal says:
::sends a Federation distress call on all channels, also locks down all shuttle bays and transporters::

CMO_Tae says:
:: winces ::  *MO*:  I need you down here now Lt.......

XO_Selan says:
::Nods as he moves down the corridor with the CNS:: CNS: Then perhaps it is a Changeling... or something else.

Malakbar says:
@:: hails the station ::

Alien_1 says:
:: sighs in his Alien way :: Alien 2: No.  :: looks around again. ::   I have a feeling that we should head back to the ship.  :: pauses ::  NOW.

MO_Endo says:
*CMO*: Aye sir

CSO-Temal says:
::puts the Cutlass on standby, in case chase is needed::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::gathers himself together::  Who are you, Erin?  Who are you really?

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Megan didn't tell you about me? The ones who came before her... who weren't "perfect" enough to be raised as human beings?

Alien2 says:
::Takes the phaser:: I will follow you, it is the alien way

MO_Endo says:
::sighs and walks out and heads for sickbay::

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: Take that one with you.  But lets get back to the ship.

CMO_Tae says:
:: leans against the wall and waits ::

Host CO_ReginS says:
You're one of the others...  the other 12

Alien2 says:
Alien1: We have to plant this first. The alien leader will be mad if we don’t

CEO_Sorvino says:
::slaps him hard on the shoulder:: That's right, genius! You aren't so dumb after all.

CSO-Temal says:
::finally sees the light indicating the explosion in SB::  *CMO*: are you OK down there!??!

CNS_Toni says:
XO: No actually I have a different theory about her.

Host CO_ReginS says:
It figures the scientists would lie about you dying as a baby.  They lied about everything else

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Oh no, we didn't die... we lived... but only to provide test subjects for the foul creators of your pitiful wife...

XO_Selan says:
::Nods as he moves down the corridor:: CNS: Perhaps a clone?

MO_Endo says:
::arrives in SB:: CMO: Oh my, are you all right?

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  Unfortunately no....

Malakbar says:
@:: hails the station again::

Alien_1 says:
:: exits the CTO's Quarters and looks down the hallway ::Alien 2:  I think the Leader wants us to get back to the ship NOW!  Lets go.

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: ...they all died, in some way or another, for her "perfection." Except for me... I wasn't worthy of death... slavery was my punishment.

MO_Endo says:
::runs over to the CMO and tries to move her to a biobed::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: And for that, Megan didn't deserve to live. Her death will be compensation for all that was lost.

Alien2 says:
::Follows Alien1::

Neela says:
::reroutes full power to personal shields and weapon, deactivates PLR and becomes visible only:: CEO: well well.. Erin.. I found you at last.. Alpha clone 6534.. scheduled for termination

CNS_Toni says:
XO: Exactly!! perhaps one that went bad!

XO_Selan says:
::Comes around the corner with the CNS, and nearly walks headfirst into the CEO and the CO:: Captain...

CMO_Tae says:
:: squeezes her eyes shut in pain ::

CSO-Temal says:
*XO*: sir....I'd like to send the Cutlass out....for protection and to possibly give chase!

Neela says:
CEO: let him go ..

Alien_1 says:
:: looks back :: Alien 2: Just like before.  Keep an eye behind us. :: walks down the hallway ::

XO_Selan says:
::Turns to see someone decloak besides them, looks at the CO and CEO, and then at the new figure, and then looks at the CNS, quite confused:: *CSO* If you are... able to, go ahead.

MO_Endo says:
::realizes that it hurts her too much to be moved so he lays her down on the floor as straight as he can and runs her over with a tricorder::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::hits a button on a device attached to her wrist, transports away::

Alien2 says:
::Watches behind himself::

Malakbar says:
@:: hails the station again::

XO_Selan says:
::Watches the CEO disappear, turns to Neela:: Neela: What is the meaning of this?!? CNS: Check on the Captain...

Alien_1 says:
:: Looks around a corner and then turns and continues ::

Unknown says:
::Stands in the shadows, his arms crossed, watching this::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Not exactly comforting... 2nd and 3rd degree burns on 81% of your body

FCO_Hicks says:
::Picking up no signals, turns back toward Kootenai at max. warp::

CNS_Toni says:
::Look in amazement at 2 transports take place::

CSO-Temal says:
::dispatches the Cutlass from its port..still in the bay::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: But it shouldn't be fatal...

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Oh that's just great......

Host CO_ReginS says:
::falls to the floor::

Neela says:
XO: none oh your business Starfleet!

CNS_Toni says:
::Goes to CO:: CO: Sir are you all right?

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: have you activated the EMH!?

Host CO_ReginS says:
::doesn't respond::

Alien_1 says:
:: Looks around another corner and then sees a computer panel, but continues ::

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  No, but Lt. Endo is here.

XO_Selan says:
::Stands between the CO and CNS, and the alien:: Neela: It is quite my business... this being attempted to harm the Captain, and take him. Who are you, who was she?!?

MO_Endo says:
::hears the CMO's commbadge:: *CSO*: Good idea. Computer: Activate the EMH

CNS_Toni says:
::Checks CO for a Pulse::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: Why do you think we need to get back so quick?

CSO-Temal says:
::hopes Tae doesn't complain about the EMH::

CNS_Toni says:
CO:  Sir can you hear me, respond.

CMO_Tae says:
:: sighs ::

MO_Endo says:
<EMH> Please state the nature of the medical emergency

CSO-Temal says:
::tries to trace the transport::

Unknown says:
::Grins as the XO is put in quite a situation::

Neela says:
::is annoyed by the mistake in plans, glares at the XO and aims weapon at his head:: XO: shut 
up Vulcan wanna be!

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: I feel that our leader wants us to!

MO_Endo says:
::just points to Kara and the EMH gets right to work as Corzi begins giving her a few hypos to help with the pain::

XO_Selan says:
::Frowns at the weapon:: Neela: I don't know who you are... and what you want, but you will not be permitted to do any more harm here!

Alien2 says:
Alien1: Then I will follow you, if the leader wants us we should go faster, he hates us to be late

FCO_Hicks says:
::Arriving back at Kootenai::  @*COM*  CSO:  I could find no other ships, is there anything I can do from here?

Host CO_ReginS says:
::turns his head to look at the CNS, still not saying anything::

Alien_1 says:
:: sighs with shock :: Alien 2: Your right.  :: starts to move faster in his Alien way ::

Neela says:
::smiles at the challenge, drops weapon to the side and back hands the XO in the face with a smile:: XO: and who's going to stop me?

MO_Endo says:
CMO: We'll have to move you now, ok?

CSO-Temal says:
COM: FCO: find a place to hide the shuttle....we don't need you getting in trouble sir!

XO_Selan says:
::Rubs the blood off his face::

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Okay....

Alien2 says:
::Slobbers all over the floor as he walks::

Neela says:
::strikes him again::

Alien_1 says:
:: moves faster and stops at a corner and quickly goes down the hall ::

XO_Selan says:
::Grabs Neela and flips her over, throwing a punch::

Neela says:
::ducks and pulls a hidden Knife and lunges at the XO's stomach::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Brace yourself ::looks at the EMH:: One, two, three, now! ::lifts her up along with the EMH and carries her over to a biobed::

CNS_Toni says:
::Whispers into comm. badge, MO:  medical emergency, lock on to me and CO for direct transport to SB::

XO_Selan says:
::Dodges the knife, and slams Neela in the side of the head with his fist::

Alien_1 says:
:: doesn’t stop to wipe the slobber that’s been falling down his Alien mouth because his Alien Leader has taught him NEVER to be late ::

Neela says:
::staggers, turns and with Romulan strength, floor the XO with a strike to the head::

MO_Endo says:
::puts the CMO down on the biobed:: *CNS*: Acknowledged ::walks to a console and transports the CNS and CO to SB::

XO_Selan says:
::Is thrown to the floor::

CSO-Temal says:
COM: FCO: I'm sending the Cutlass to retrieve you sir ::allows Cutlass to leave and only lowers a forward shield, as soon as it clears, raises shields again::

CMO_Tae says:
:: closes her eyes ::

Alien2 says:
Alien1: The leader will have our heads on a platter!

Unknown says:
::Winces as Selan is hurled to the floor, wonders when he got so weak::

CSO-Temal says:
COM: FCO: you should detect the Cutlass, go to it and they will allow you to dock!

MO_Endo says:
::sees the CNS and CO materialize in SB::

Alien_1 says:
Alien 2: I know.  :: Moves as fast as his Alien feet will take him ::

Neela says:
XO Now you die at the hands of the true rulers of Vulcan! ::Thrusts a knife into the XO's heart::

FCO_Hicks says:
@*COM* CSO:  Acknowledged.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Shields drop yet again.

XO_Selan says:
::Attempts to hold up his fists in time, but gasps as the knife is plunged into his chest::

Neela says:
::twist the blade for good measure and transports off.. ::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Moves towards the Cutlass and commences docking procedures::

XO_Selan says:
::Lies there, a knife sticking out of his heart::

Neela says:
@::materializes on a waiting shuttle::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<---------------- Pause Mission ----------------->

